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1. INTRODUCTION 

The radiative decays J/1/J --+ y + hadrons are good sources of 
gluons since in agreement with perturbative QCD 111 such decays 
proceed first through the process J/1/J--+ "Ygg and then two gluons 
gg are converted into hadrons. Thus, radiative J/1/J decays are 
usually considered as favourable to search for bound states 
of gluons called gluonia or glueballs although this fortuitous 
circumstance does not guarantee that gluonia are actually pro
duced. For instance, a rather large decay 121 J/1/1 --. y + f 2 ( 1270) 
is an example of production of a typical quarkonium qq bound 
state. This means that an exclusive decay of the type J/1/J-• y + 

a meson is a matter of detailed nonperturbative QCD dynamics 
and perturbative QCD predictions are not probably very reliable 
in this case. 

In fact, a spin-parity analysis of the produced two-gluon 
system in the decay J/!/f--+ ygg has been performed 131 and the 

d J PC ++ -+ d 2++ strong enhancement has been faun for = 0 , 0 an 
final states in the gg system with the equality of decays 

into o++and o-+channels, i.e. with BR(J/1/J--.y+gg in o++) = 
- llt>IT/.1,. .... ~ -- .:_ ("\-+, A~- .._t__ ,_ __ .!_ -C .&-1~.:- .~ ___ ._ --1 • ~ 

.U.l.l..\ ... l'r I)' • bb ..LJ.J. v J• Vll l..llC Ud..::J..l..,., UJ... L..ll..l...::t pt::LI,...U.LUd.LLVt:: 

QCD result one may expect that, e.g., scalar gluonium a- gg 
with the mass rna :;;: 1 GeV is produced in the radiative J/1/J decay 
at least as strongly as the pseudoscalar ~, (or ~(1440)), i.e. 
by comparison with BR(J/tjJ --.y~') = 4.2xlo-3 (or BR(J/l/1--+ 
... y~ (1440)--. yKRrr ) = 4.6xl0- ) 121 one estimates: 

BR(J/!/1--. yu) ;: 4xl0-3 (I) 

However, in contrast with a clear observation of the produced 
pseudoscalars ~,and ry(l440), no scalar mesons were observed 
in the radiative J/!/1 decay and so perturbative QCD estimate 
(I) (see also 141 ) is probably unacceptably large. 

On the other hand, within nonperturbative, long-range QCD 
we are not as ~et able to solve the problem of hadronic state 
formations and, in particular, we cannot answer the question 
what are the decay rates for exclusive decays of the type 
J/l/1--. y + a hadron. However, there is a possibility of saying 
something about these decays on the basis of the Euler - Hei
senberg type of effective Lagrangians for the gluon-photon in-

2 L ~ 

teractions. In fact, Lagrangians of that type have already 
been used 15•61 to describe the coupling between X (X = pseudo
scalars ~. ~, or a scalar gluonium u) and photons, and then to 
estimate the radiative decays u -+ yy 161 as well as J/rjJ..., y +X151 

assuming J/1/J vector meson dominance for one of the photons in 
the latter case. The pole approximation is generally a delica
te problem (for a more detailed discussion, see 151 ) but due to 
expected cancellation of the continuum contributions in the 
ratios like HJN ... y~') /r(J N ... y~), etc., we believe that 
such ratios are more accurate. Moreover, in the ratios the de
pendence on the mass me of the c - quark is conveniently cancel
led, too. In this way one gets: 

a ~~~ 2 3 

n;r&_~- = _9_, _::~a-~~~-~~~~ lu>l (-p(/ ) 

r(J N--+ }'17) 84 <01 a 80~11~11 I~> p~ 

and 

[(J/l/1 ... }'17') 

r(J /rjJ ... }'17) 

where 

a -JW 2 

I <01 as a J.!ll a a I ~.'>1 
= ---&-~-v 

<0 I as a I-III u a I~> 

p , 3 

(-..!..) 
p~ 

Px = 1 -(mx/mJ/l/1)
2

, 0;1, =(l/2)Ej.lva{3 aaa.{j 

(2) 

(3) 

aa being the gluon field strength tensor. The ratios (2) and 
d) crucialaly_ dt7pend on the matrix elements <OI as G:ll G~11 I u> 
and <01 a 8 G,11 G~ I~(~')> that represent couplings of the states 

, ,.. . a ~~~ aa -~~~ 
a and ~(~) to gluon1c currents a 8 G~11 Ga and a8 ~11Ga , res-
pectively. These couplings are given by long-range, nonpertur
bative dynamics and have been estimated as follows /4,5,6/ 

1 a - 1-111 4rr 2 
<O,a8 Gll11 aa I~>= --m~f 17 , 

.;a (4) 

a G- j.lll I , 477 2 <Oia 8 G,11 a ~>=--m,r, 
,.. '/6Tf" 

and 

a j.lll I 877 
<Oia 8 Gll11 Ga a> = -=- muv G0 , 

a..;2 
(5) 

where r 17 = 93 MeV is the pion decay constant and G0 = 
= <0l(a8 /77)0;11 0~

11 I 0> is the gluon condensate. Since (3) .and 

I 
,·~~'i, ·····~ .... ~ 

e.-:;.c. 
Gii;s;;:-,..., .. , ···-.. _ . -
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(4) are in a reasonable agreement with experiment, we expect 
that (2), (4) and (5) would also be successful in the predic
tion of the decay _width f(J/1/1 .... ya). Taking the ITEP 171 value 
of Go= 0.012 GeV4 we obtain the branching ratio BR(J/1/1 ... ya) 
for production of the pure gluonium a in the radiative J~de
cay as follows 

BR(J/1/J ... ya) = for rna= 
1.37 x 10-3 1.59 GeV, 

(6) 
{ 

0.97 x 10-
3 

{ 1 GeV 

where we have used BR(J/.P ... YT/) = 0. 86x 10-3121 • We note that 
(6) is a factor 4 smaller than (1). This is not surprising be
cause a lot of nonperturbative physics is included into (2) -
(5). 

The estimates (6) still probably contradict the experiment 
if one assumes that the pure scalar gluonium a is identified 
with either the narrow state S1 (991) 181 or the GAMS f0 (1590) 
meson/9/, In fact, on the one hand, the existing upper li
mit1101 BR(Jt¢ ... yf 0 (975)) x BR(f0 (975) ... "" ) < 7·10-5 (90% 
C.L.) also applies to S1(991) and contradicts (6). On the other 
hand, the lack of the decat J/1/J -+ Y71T/' in the f2 ( 1720) region 
provides the upper limit 11 1 BR(J/l/1 ... yf 2 ( 1720)) x BR(f2 ( 1720) ... 
.... 711( ) < 2. }X 10-4. Applying this bound also for the state 
f_ (1 <;Q()'\ ... , ...,.,..,"""'"'1-.1.r ""'"' ~;c:,o..-<:><>m<>nt- •• ,;t-h t-h"' "-"111"' nf 
BR(J/~-~y·~-<159o))---~-BR(;(t59o)-:-~~·:;-) = 4.8xio-4 that we get 
when identifying the pure gluonium a(1590) with r0 (1590) 1121 

and combining (6) with the experimental result 1137 BR(f0 (1590)~ 
... 1111') = 0.35. In other words, (6) is not probably in agre
ement with the following experimental upper bound (see al
so/14/ ) : 

BR(J/1/1 ... yf0 (1590)) < 6 x 10 -~ (7) 

We conclude that these disagreements may be against the inter
pretation of both the states S 1(991) and f0(1590) as pure non
mixed gluonia. 

What concerns the GAMS fo(1590) state, still other alter
native assignments for it have been suggested recently 115· 17 ~ 
If fo(1590) is an octet component 1161 of a hybrid nonet, then 
its production in the radiative J/1/1 decay would be naturally 
suppressed but the problem remains to observe other members of 
this nonet. If, on the other hand, the meson fo(1590) is . 
a_flavQ_ur SUO)r singlet scalar quarkonium S 0 -(1/3)112(u'ii+ 
dd + 88)

1151 with strong coupling to gluons in order to explain 
its large 1111' and TIT/ decays, then analogously to the case of 
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pure gluonium assignment there is no reason for the decay 
J/1/1 ... yfo (!590) to be suppressed. However, when f 0 (1590) 
is a convenient mixture of the pure fluonium a and quarkonium 
So, then again (7) may be satisfied 1 8~ too, and in the follo
wing we shall discuss such a possibility in more detail. 

The theoretical predictions for the branching ratios of the 
radiative J/1/1 decays with the produced physic1; scalar mesons 
as being the orthogonal mixtures of So and a 1 1 are done in 
section 2. These predictions are compared with experiments in 
section 3, and, in section 4, some conclusions are given. 

2. THE PRODUCTION OF THE MIXED SCALAR STATES 
IN THE RADIATIVE J/1/1 DECAYS 

To proceed further, let us brieflJ recall a picture of 
f0 (1590) which has been suggested 117 very recently. In 117~one 
has analysed the couplings of pure scalar gluonium a and qq 
scalar nonet states S 1 (i = 0,1, ... , 8) to the pseudoscalar me
sons¢! (i = 0,1, ... , 8) on the basis of the low-energy theo
rems of broken chiral symmetry and scale invariance through 
anomalous trace 1191 (0~ ) an of the hadronic energy-momentum 
tensor O~v of QCD implemented by using phenomenological Lag
rangians. Supposing a - gluonium dominance of the correspon
ding scalar gluonic current H = -(0~)a0 =(9a 8 /8rr)G;va~v 11111

, 

i.e.'41 

H = : Go ( ....ti&_) 4 
uo 

(8) 

where u0 = <O!u!O>, and neglecting the quark mass term in the 
effective Lagrangian under consideration (for more details, 
see 117'), the mixing between a and So was investigated. We 
have assumed that chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken and 
the fields a(x) and S0 (x) have been reparametrized as follows 

a(x) u(x) = u0 exp(--), 
u ' 0 

3 -S0 (x) =v 2 r0 +S 0 (x), 

(9) 

where fo = -frr = (2/3l
12

<0\S 0! 0>. Taking for the masses of S0 
and u the values based on estimates of the quark model and of 
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rec~nt QCD_lattice calculations 1201 , respectively, the mixture 
of S0 and u in the physical states G and ( has been found 1171 

to be approximately half-and-half, i.e. 

1 - -a = --.::.- <s 0 - u >, 
v2 ( 10) 

1 - -
( = -.::.-(So + u ) . 

v2 
Using, in addition, the "standard" values of the ~luon conden
sate /7,211 Go= 0.012 - 0.017 GeV\ i.e. Oo = M

2 f 0 with M lying 
around 1.3 GeV within the interval 1.2-1.4 GeV, one finds 117/ 

UO = l/6 fo• (I I) 

The masses of 0 and E are predicted as follows 1171 : 

rna= v.!.M 2 • m = ..LM 
( - . 

v2 
(12) 

Taking the average M = I. 3 GeV, the. values of m a and mE (I 2) 
are 1.59 GeV and 0.92 GeV, respectively. 

The couplings of E and a to the pseudoscalar meson pairs ha
ve been found/17/ to be: 

1 1;tL ' 2 
fEl/J¢(x) = ---=- - + E(x) (a J.!l/Ji (x)) , 

2va r o 
(13) 

and 

f J. 1 .M..- 1 ' 2 a¢ X) = -=- -O(x) (a ¢dx)) , 
2va fo ll 

(14) 

where fJ = 0. 3 in accordance with the decays of the scalar qq 
mesons, e.g. K*o(1350)-> K11, etc. Eq. (13) gives the width 
f(E (920)-. 1111 ) = 360 MeV while (l4) shows that G is strongly 
suppressed to decay into 1111_and KK withf(G(I590) -+ 1717) = 
= II HeV and f (G( 1590) -> KK) = 12 MeV, respective!,. Thus, G 
should be identified with the GAMS fo(I590) meson 19 while 
E (920) is to be identified with not easily observable broad 
1111 s- wave state lying below I GeV and seen probably again 
very recently 181 (see also 1221 ). It is worth noting that using 
the value of r (f 0 (I 590) -+ all) = 287 MeV 121 we estimate 
BR(t0 (I59o) ... "")=r(f0 (1590) ... "")/r(f 0 (1590) ... all)= 3.8% 
in a good agreement with experiment /9,12/ . On the basis of 
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large colour number dynamics the heavier state G:f0 (1590) 
has been shown to play the role of the effective SU(3)rsinglet 
scalar quarkonium while the lighter £(920) was shown to play 
the role of an effective scalar gluonium 1171 . 

From (8)-(12) the couplings of gluons to 0 andE are found 
to be of the form: 

a J.!ll a J.!ll 277 2 
<Oia 8 GP.11 Ga IE> =-<O!a 8 GP.11 Ga !G>= --=-M f0 • 

va 
(15) 

Combining (2), (4), (15) and using M = 1.3 GeV we easily obtain 
the following estimates: 

BR(J/r/1 ... yO) = 4.2 X 10-4 (16) 

and 
-4 

BR(J/t/1 ... y£) = 7.9 X 10 • ( 17) 

We see that the branching ratio (17) for the production of the 
effective gluonium E(920) is approximately equal to the bran
ching ratio (6) for the production of the pure gluonium u with 
the near mass IDa= I GeV. These branching ratios are large, of 
an order of 0. 1%, but as we shell show later the state E(920) 
is not seen in the J/r/J-> y1111 decay because l (920) is wide with 
the full width f > f (E (920) -> 1717 ) = 360 HeV. On the other 
hand, (16) is a f~ctor 3 smaller than BR(J/r/1 -+ yf 0 (1590)) 
would be if f"(1590) is the vure eluonit~ (RPP (~)), ~nrl ~~ 

least by an order of magnitude sm~ller than the naive estimate 
(1). This may give some appreciation of the uncertainties in 
estimating productions of scalar "gluonium-rich" mesons in the 
radiative J/t/1 decay. We note that (16) already satisfies (7). 

We mention here that since couplings (15) of E and G to 
gluons are of the same strength, the decay J/t/1-> yO is supp
ressed relative to the decay J/t/1 -> yE only due to the phase 
space factors, i.e. by (P /P )3 = 0.53. Thus, we hope that the 
estimate (16) for the pro~uction of the heavier a =fo (1590) 
mesons is as reliable as (17) obtained for the production of 
the lighter E (920) states. This together with the success of 
(3) in predicting the production of the ~- mesons of comparab
le masses, i.e. m~- = ml , encourages us to believe that both 
the estimates (16' and (17) could be successful as well. 

Using (16), (17) and BR( f 0 (1590) ... ~~) = 0.12 1131 , and as
suming BR~ (920) ... 1111 ) = I (i.e. neglecting possible contribu
tions like BR(£(920) -> 477), etc.), we get the following com
bined branching ratio estimates: 

-5 
BR(J/t/1 ... yf 0 (1590) ... y~~) = 5.0 x 10 (18) 
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and 
-4 

BR(J N-+ y£(920) -+ ymr) = 7.9 x 10 • (I9) 

If we do not neglet the possible contributions like BR(€(920)-+ 
-+ 4~), etc. (where we can roughly estimate e.g. BR(f (920)-+ 
~ KK) ~ IO% sine~ the couplings (I3) between the wide meson 
f (920) and the KK system are known), then BR(€ (920) -+ "" ) S 
S 90% and from (I7) we get 

-4 
BR(J N-+ y€(920) -+ yrrrr) 'S 7.1 x 10 • (20) 

The predictions (I8) and (I9) (or probably the more realis
tic one (20)) are already convenient for direct comparison with 
experiment, which we shall do in the following section. 

3. THE COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

To compare (I8) with experiment, we shall use the published 
data about the TJTJ effective mass spectrum in the J/rjJ .... YTJTJ 
decay obtained by the Crystal Ball collaboration at SPEAR 1231 • 
He try to describe these data by using various assumptions con
cerning the presence of the 2 ++resonances as claimed by the 
authors of refs.1231 on the basis of the analysis of decay an
gles. We fit the TJTJ spectrum with the fl~t background and two 
nr ~hrAA in~nhArnn~ Rrn:~- u~~~n- 1:-- -~---- "-- -C •L-

~ ~--- -·------- ---- ~ .... .,_.._ .._ ••..._t-J .... ._.._ .a.. .LL.t.'- .._.ll(..4t"'-oJ • '-ILL'- \..J.&... L.LL"-

shapes corresponds to the meson ~ (I590) and the others cor
respond to C2(I720) and/or ~ (I525) with the masses and widths 
of C2 (I720) and f~(I525) being fixed in their tabulated va
lues 121 • The results of our fit represent the upper limi~s 
(90% C.L.) for the combined branching ratio BR(JfrjJ-.yf 0 (I590))x 
x BR(C0 (I590) .... TJTJ) and are presented in Fig. I. The dependen
ce of this branching ratio on a change of the mass and width 
of C0 (I590) within one standard deviation around their measu
red values /9/ is also demonstrated in Fig. I. The curves a and 
b represent the systematic uncertainties resulting from dif
ferent assumptions concerning the presence of the 2++ resonan
ces. The curve a labels the result of the fit when both the 
mesons r 2 (I720) and f2(I525) are included into the analysis 
while the curve b represents the result of the fit with only 
one meson r2 (I720) included. We have also tried to change the 
parameters of C2 (1720) so as to use both the original ones 1231 

and the ones from 121 ~ but ·we have found that the results are 
not very sensitive to such changes. 

As the dashed line in Fig. I (the case when rn0 = I592 MeV) 
shows, the predicted value (18) (the very small changes of 
(18) when rna I I592 MeV are also taken into account in Fig. I) 
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lies well inside the allowed 
region. However, we see that 
uncertainties given in Fig. I 
allow also estimate (6) and 
probably even still higher es
timate (I) . 

Thus, we conclude on this 
basis that the decay J/rjJ .... 
.... YTJTJ/23/ is not probably very 
restrictive for the interpre
tation of f0 (I590). For this 
aim the decay J/r/1 .... YTITJ' should 
be more convenient since the 
combined branching ratios 
BR(J/w -. v f n ( 1720) .... ,....., ' ) 

and BR(J/rjJ .... ~ y r 2 (I52S) ~· YTJ~') 
are expected to be strongly 
suppressed in comparison with 
BR(J/rjJ ->yf 0 (1590)->y7J7J') be
cause of the phase space fac
tors. But as we have already 
mentioned before, the lack of 
the decay J/r./J -+ Y7J7J' in the 
r2 ( 1720) region gives, unfor
tunatell only the upper 
bound 11 /which. applied also 
to f 0 (I590),means that 
BR(J/r./J .... y t 0 (1 590) -+ YTJTJ') < 
< 2.1xi0-4 • We see that this 

upper limit is satisfied by our theoretical estimate of the 
combined branching ratio BR(J/rjJ ->yf 0 (I590))x BR(C 0 (1590)-. 
.... 7171') ""I.5xi0-4obtained from (18) when using the experimen
tal ratio 19•131 

BR(f0 (1590) .... '77J')/BR(foC1590) ... 7171 ) .. 3. 
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To compare prediction (19) (or (20)) with experiment, we 
use the MARK III /24/ and DMZ 1251 collaboration data about the 
J/t/J-+y17+17-decay. There are two large structures present in 
the 17+17- -effective mass spectrum. The peak below the mass of 
£ (920) is due to feed-through from the J/t/1-+ TT

0 
P

0 events with 
one undetected y. The second peak corresponds to the meson 
(2(1270). Hence, we fit the tr+TT-- effective mass distribution 
from the threshold up to 1.5 GeV with three incoherent Breit
"I:Jigner line shapes where the first one corresponds to the pre
dicted £ state while the others correspond to P

0 and f 2 ( 1270). 
We add the polynomial background and vary its degree from 2 to 
4. In this way we estimate the upper limits (90% C.L.) for the 
combined branching ratio BR( J/t/1 -+ yr (920) -+ yTT17 ) and we find 
that for both the samples/24,251 of the experimental data these 
upper limits are practically the same. 

The results are displayed in Fig.2a. The curves again re
present the systematic uncertainties coming in this case mainly 
from the background parametrization. We see that predictions 
(19) and (20) do not contradict the upper limit derived from 
the experimental data /24, 25/, We should mention here that al
though relatively high statistics data are available, never
theless the obtained upper limit is large because of bad back
ground conditions connected with the fact that the searched ef
fect is surrounded by large resonance signals from both the 
c~rloc -----· 
The situation could be better when we use the data on the 

J/t/1 ... yrr0 17° decay obtained by the Crystal Ball collaboration 
at SPEAR1261 • The statistics is not so high, however, the es
timate of the upper limit for BR(J/t/1 -+ y£ (920) -+ yrr17 ) is ex
pected to be better than in the case of the J/t/1-+ Y17+1T- decay 
since the y11°11° final state does not suffer from the hadronic 
p17background problems inherent in the charged state (see al
so /27/). 

Fig. 2. The upper limit .(90% C.L.) for the combined branching~ 
ratio BR( J/t/1 -+ Y£ -+ Y"TT). Dashed curves show our predictions r 
and the quoted nwnbers (in per cent) label the values of 
BR(£ ... 1717); a -fit from the J/t/1-+ y17+17- decay~ the uppeP solid 
lines correspond to the quadPatic polynomial backgPound para
metrization while the loweP ones corPespond to the fouPth
degPee polynomial parametrization; b - the same from the J/t/1 -+ 
-+ Y17°rr0 decay~ the uppeP solid lines repPesent the results when 
the linear background parametrization is used and the loweP 
solid lines describe the results if the thiPd-degree polyno
mial backgPound parametrization is used. 
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To find such an upper limit, we use the same procedure as 
before in the case of the charged state, but without the p0

-

Breit - Wigner. As a background we have used the polynomials 
of degree I or 3.The resulted upper limit (90% C.L.) for 
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BR(J/r/1 -. yt -+ Y"" ) as well as its dependence on the parameters 
of the wide meson t are displayed in Fig.2b. We mention here 
that Figs.2a and 2b can be compared directly since the isospin 
factors for the t .. 11 11 decay are already taken into account 
there. The dashed curves in Figs.2a and 2b (the case when m£ 
= 920 MeV) correspond to our predictions (19) and (20), and 
the quoted numbers (in per cent) label the values of 
BR(t (920) .. 1111 ) • Thus, allowing BR(t (920)-+ 1111 ) ::; 90% we see 
that even a more reliable upper limit estimate (Fig.2b) is 
well consistent with the predicted value (20) and so the da
ta /24-26/ on the J/r/1-+ y1111 decays cannot probably exclude the 
existence of the predicted wide effective gluonium t (920) 1171 

lying below I GeV. 
,.,e have also tried to deduce the upper limits for the produc

tion of narrow states like f 0 (975) 12' or 81 (991)/8/ in the 
J/r/1-+ y1111 decays. Using the data 124

"261 we have obtained the 
upper limit (90% C.L.) for BR(J/r/1-+ yS) x BR(S-+ 1111) < 
< (375) · 10-IJ for the narrow (with the width <50 MeV) state S 
lying below the KK threshold (see also 1101 ), ~nd this probably 
invalidates the interpretation of such states as gluonia (com
pare, e.g., with (6)). 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have shown here that decays J/r/1-. y + two pseudoscalars 
probably invalidate the gluonium interpretation of the GAMS 
f 0 (1590) meson'9' and a narrow state like 81 (991) 181 lying be
low I GeV. If, however, the state f0 ( 1590) is interpreted 1171 

as an approximate half-and-half mixture (10) of a and S 0, then 
as we have seen there is no disagreement with the experimental 
data on the J/r/1-. yrm 1231 and J/r/1-+ YT'/11' 1111 decays. Also, the 
predicted 1171 wide scalar effective gluonium £(920) has been 
shown not to be excluded by the data 124·26/ on the decay 
J/1/J -> y1111. 
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llaHHK H, illa~apHK K. 
KaHp;Hp;aTbi B cKaJHipHbiH rruooHHH 
H pap;Hau;HoHHbie J/l/f pacna,[l;bi 

E2-88-465 

06CyJK,IJ;aiOTCH B03MOJKHbJe npop;yKJJ;HH KaHp;Hp;aTOB B CKaJIHpHbiH 
r JIIOOHHH B pap;HaJJ;HOHHbJX pacnap;ax J /l/f,. 

Pa6oTa BhmonHeHa B lla6opaTOPHH TeopeTHqecKo:H ~H3HKH 
H B lla6opa TOPHH H,IJ;epHbJX npo6JieM QlUUl:. 

llpenpHHT 06'be.U.HHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa .R,ItepHbiX HCCne,llOBaHHH . .[ly6Ha 1988 

Lanik J., Safaf{k K. E2-88-465 
Scalar Gluonium Candidates and the Radiative 
J/¢ Decays 

We discuss possible productions of scalar gluonium can
didates in the radiative J/¢ decays. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics and at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. , 
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